
CORE CHARGES 
CORE RETURN INSTRUCTIONS

INST-CORE
PART NUMBERS
0545, 1090, 1105,

1149,1935, 1940, 2727,
2730, 3006, 3039, 4620,

93039

#@$!*@#$% INSTRUCTIONS
MID FIFTY F-100 PARTS  1-800-252-1956

We chrome or rebuild some original pieces. This means we must exchange stock parts for the chromed or
rebuilt part. Core charge is refunded as soon as we receive your acceptable Chromeable or Rebuildable part. 

CORE CHARGES Listed in catalog are NOT an estimate of value.
They are an INCENTIVE (scare tactic perhaps) for the return of the original part.

Core charges are in ADDITION to the price of the product.

Some items like steering boxes have a low actual value ($25.00 for instance) but a high Core Charge ($100.00)
because they are difficult to return, heavy, messy, etc.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR RETURNING YOUR CORES:
MAKE SURE YOUR NAME, ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER IS INSIDE THE BOX

Some examples of cores and shipping tips listed below

STEERING BOX CORES, 
cut shaft off 2” above box, drain oil, wrap in plastic (oil is never completely gone) send without shaft, then box is only about a
square foot.Steering boxes must have the outer plate, insides are not necessary as we discard them.

DEFROST DEFLECTORS, Must be in a box that will not bend, 53-55’s can go in a carpet tube or piece of large sewer pipe. 
1956’s should be taped to piece of paneling, masonite, wide board, etc.

VENT GLASS FRAME CORES, only the inner frame around the glass is needed as the outer frame holds the vent rubber
and does not show. Remove glass and on 1953-55 remove lower pivot assembly, handle bracket assembly, and upper pivot
cup. 1956 remove lower pivot and handle bracket assembly only. No pivots, etc. received on cores can be returned.

SEND CORE PART TO:  MID FIFTY F-100 PARTS

5221 HIGHWAY 68

GOLDEN VALLEY, AZ 86413

Please include your Core Charge Invoice Number.
Please call with any questions  1-800-252-1956

UNACCEPTABLE CORES WILL BE DISCARDED UNLESS A SPECIAL REQUEST FOR RETURN IS MADE.

DUE TO COST OF HANDLING AND STORAGE, UNACCEPTABLE PARTS OF ANY KIND, 

RECEIVED FOR ANY REASON, MUST BE DISCARDED

IF YOU REALLY DO NOT HAVE AN ORIGINAL PART TO EXCHANGE,
THROW YOURSELF ON OUR MERCY, WE’LL SEE WHAT WE CAN DO.

If you are lucky enough to have extras, let us know, we will pay or trade
for them or pass on the information to someone who has none.

The post office has a flat rate box that goes for
about $10.00 that is perfect for the steering box.

We also by many used parts, if you have extras please check our “parts we buy” list.


